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Objectives 

By the end of this session 

you will be able to:
 Describe  recovery-oriented cultures of recovery;

 Describe the cycle of conditioning and its impact 

on cultures of recovery;

 Identify opportunities to interrupt the cycle of 

conditioning to build cultures of recovery;

 Use recovery-enhancing language to replace 

traditional words and concepts when speaking 

about your and others’ recovery;

 Demonstrate cultures of recovery



Our Road Map 

 Welcome, Objectives

 Basic Tenets

 Healing Dyads

 Cycle of Conditioning

 Recovery Oriented Systems of Care and 

Language of Recovery

 Equity and Equality 

 Demonstrating Recovery Cultures

 Allies for Recovery, Allies in Recovery

 Wrap Up



Stigma and Labeling –

Almost 21 million Americans need 

treatment and recovery and are not 

getting it. Stigma and labeling are the 

main reason people do not get the 

help they need. 

Why is this training 

important?



Everyone needs Cultural 

Competence
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 Everyone will work with people outside 
their own cultural groups; so they must 
be able to learn about, relate to, and 
communicate with people who are 
different from themselves.

 Developing cultural competence helps to 
build trust and rapport.

 This increases your 

effectiveness.



Basic Tenets

 Everything we do occurs in a cultural 

context.

 Becoming culturally competent is a process, 

not an endpoint.

 We all have a role to play in creating and 

sustaining recovery cultures.

 Repeatedly questioning my biases is 
necessary 

 No one here is to blame for the stigma and 
discrimination any one of us has 
experienced.

 Showing up and being fully present is 
initially sufficient.



Conversation 

Guidelines
Oops!

Ouch!

Open Minded

Vegas Rules

Mindful of each other

Fixing Impulse..

Listen

Take Risks

Others?



What is culture?
 Culture: Defined as the integrated pattern 

of thoughts, communications, actions, 
customs, beliefs, values, and institutions

 Associated, wholly or partially, with racial, 
ethnic, or linguistic groups, as well as with 
religious, spiritual, biological, 
geographical, or sociological 
characteristics. 

 Culture is dynamic in nature, and 
individuals may identify with multiple 
cultures over the course of their lifetimes.
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Implicit Bias



Implicit Bias



Implicit 

Bias

 Attitudes or stereotypes that affect our understanding, actions, and decisions in 

an unconscious manner

 Encompass both favorable and unfavorable assessments, are activated 

involuntarily and without an individual’s awareness or intentional control

 Are different from known biases that individuals may choose to conceal for the 

purposes of social and/or political correctness

 Are not accessible through introspection

 Implicit biases are pervasive. Everyone possesses them, even people with 

avowed commitments to impartiality such as judges.

 The implicit associations we hold do not necessarily align with our declared 

beliefs or even reflect stances we would explicitly endorse.

 We generally tend to hold implicit biases that favor our own in-group, though 

research has shown that we can still hold implicit biases against our in-group.

 Implicit biases are malleable. Our brains are incredibly complex, and the implicit 

associations that we have formed can be gradually unlearned through a variety of 

debiasing techniques.
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Implicit Bias

A healthcare professional’s 

experience

https://twitter.com/i/status/1024796977501032449


Take a sheet of 

paper…
 Who are you? What groups do you 

belong to? List ten groups.

 Of these, which are the three most 

important to who you are? (Star them)

 Find a partner

 Dyad question: Tell a story about 

something that is important to you –

something you are passionate about.



Healing Dyads
 Listening is a core skill for building 

relationships, especially with those who we 

experience as being different or “other.” This is 

often completely unintentional or 

subconscious.

 We structure this experience purposefully to 

encourage you to “hear” your partner without 

responding. 

 When we interject even by asking a question, 

we are guiding or directing the conversation. 

 The simple dyad structure provides an 

opportunity to be present to and receive the 

stories of each other.
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Healing Dyads
 Stand up – Pick a partner 

 Define Person A and Person B

 Each of you will tell a story 

 When we say “GO” Person A will tell your story for 

two minutes

 While Person A is telling their story, person B 

LISTEN

 Please stay quiet 

 Do no ask questions or steer the conversation

 Let your partner know you are with them with eye 

contact, posture, physical signs of your attention and 

presence.

 After two minutes, person B will tell their story and 

person A will listen, following the directions above.
15



DYAD

Find a partner

Dyad question: Tell a story about 

something that is important to you –

something you are passionate 

about.



Healing Dyads

We are all cultural beings with Primary and 

Secondary Characteristics of Diversity



Healing 

Dyads
Stay with partner

Dyads - pairs

2 minutes each

Here is the question: …..



Healing 

Dyads Preference, Prejudice and Power –

how have these impacted your 

recovery? 

You can

Talk about them in order, 

Focus on one word or 

Talk about all three.



 Preference: can be benign, causing no 

harm. “ I prefer vanilla ice cream.” When it 

becomes “I prefer that those people stay 

over there!” – then we cross a line.

 Prejudice: an emotional commitment to a 

particular point of view, not swayed by 

contradictory evidence.

 Power: the element in all “isms” to affect 

another person’s life. Power and Privilege 

are linked: for example, one’s ability to 

make a decision without being challenged. 

If you are a police officer, or receptionist, 

or a health care provider – you can make 

decisions that impact another person’s life. 
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Break



Creating Prejudice

 The Cycle 

A. Prepare with misinformation

B. Separate groups

C. Point out differences pointed

D. Justify marginalized group’s 

behavior

E. Continue cycle - reinforced 

stereotypes (A)





Jane Elliot

A Class Divided
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Voices Singing "God Bless America"This is a special week. Does anybody know what it is?National Brotherhood Week. What's brotherhood?Be kind to your brothers?Okay, be kind to your brothers...

...like you would like to be treated. Treat everyone the 
way you would like to be treated. Treat everyone as 
thoughhe was your...Brother. And is there anyone inthis United States that we donot treat as our brothers? Yeah. Who?Black people. The black people. Who else? Indians?absolutely the indians

And when you see, when many people see a black 
person or a yellow person or a red person, what do they 
think?Look at that...dumb people.Look at that...dumb people.Look at the dumb peopleWhat else do they think sometimes?What kind of things do they say about black people?They call them Negros, niggers...In the city,many places in the United States,
how are black people treated? How are Indians treated? 
How are people who are of a different colorthan we are treated?
Like they're not part of this world. They don't get 
anything in this world.Why is that?Because they are a different color.
Do you think you know how it would feel to be judged by 
the color of your skin?Do you think you do?
No, I don't think you'd know how that felt unless you had 
been through it, would you?It might be interesting to judge people today by the colorof their eyes.
Would you like to try this? Yeah Sounds like fun doesn't 
it.Since I'm the teacher and I haveblue eyes i think maybe the blue-eyed people should beon top the first dayI mean the blue eyed peopleare the better people in this room.not ahOh yes they are.Blue eyed people are smarter than brown eyed peopleuh... My dad isn't that stupid.Is your dad brown eyed? Yeah
One day you came to school and you told us that he 
kicked you. He did.Do you think a blue eyed father would kick his son?My dad's blue eyed and he has never kicked me.Rex's dad is blue eyedand he has never kicked him.This is a fact.Blue eyed peopleare better than brown eyed people.Are you brown eyed or blue eyed? Blue.Why are you shaking your head? I don't know?Are you sure that you are right?
Why? What makes you so sure you are right? I don't 
know?The blue eyedpeople get 5 extra minutes at recess.While the brown eyed people have to stay in.The brown eyed people
do not get to use the drinking fountain. You have to use 
paper cupsYou brown eyed
people are not to play with the blue eyed people on the 
playground because you are not as goodas blue-eyed people
The brown eyed people in this room today are going to 
wear collars
so that we can tell from a distance what color your eyes 
are.On page127127. Everyone ready?Everyone but Laurie.Ready Laurie? She's a brown eyed.She's a brown eyed.
You begin to notice today that we spend a great deal of 
time waiting forbrown-eyed peopleThe yardsticks gone
I don't see the yardstick. Do you? Hey, Mrs. Elliott, you 
better keep that on your desk
so if the brown people, the brown-eyed people get out of 
hand...oh, you think that if
the brown eyed people get out of hand, that would be 
the thing to use.who goes first to lunchBlue eyesThe blue eyed people.No brown eyed people go back for seconds.
Blue eyed people may go back for seconds. Brown eyed 
people do not.Don't you know? Their not smart.Is that the only reason?They might take too much.It seemed like when we were down on the bottomEverything bad was happening to us.The way that they treated you felt like youdidn't even want to try to do anything
It seemed like Miss Eliott was taking our best friends 
away from us.
What happened at recess? Were two of you boys 
fighting?What happened John?Russel called me namesand I hit him. I hit him in the gut.
What did he call you? Brown eyes. Did you call him 
brown eyes?

They always call us that. Craig and all of the blue eyes call 
us that. Come here brown eyes!!! They would call us blue 
eyes.What's wrong with being called brown eyes?It means that we are stupid. Well not that.That is the same way as other people callingblack people niggers.Is that the reason you hit him John?Did it help?Did it stop him?Did it make you feel better inside?Make you feel better inside?Did it make you feel better to call him brown eyes?
Why do you suppose you called him brown eyes? 
Probably because he has brown eyes.
Is that the only reason. You didn't call him brown eyes 
yesterday and he had brown eyes yesterday.since you put the blue things on our heads.Is this teasing? No.Well..he did it once.
Were you doing it for fun to be funny or are you doing it 
to be mean? Mean?I don't know. Don't ask me.I watched what hadbeen marvelouscooperative wonderful thoughtful childrenturn intonasty viciousdiscriminatinglittle third graders in the space of fifteen minutes
yesterday I told you that brown-eyed people aren't as 
good as blue-eyedpeoplethat wasn't trueI lied to you yesterdayThe truth is thatbrown-eyed people are better than blue-eyed peopleRussel, where are your glasses? I forgot them.You forgot them and what color are your eyes? Blue.Susan Gender hasbrown eyes and she didn't forget her glasses
Russel Ring has blue eyes and what about his glasses? He 
forgot them.He forgot them.
Yesterday we were visiting and Greg said, "Boy I like to hit 
my littlesister as hard as i can. That's fun.What does that tell you about blue eyed people?The brown-eyed peoplemay take off their collars
and each of you may put your collar on a blue eyed 
person.The brown eyed people get 5 extra minutes of recess.
You blue eyed people are not allowed to be on the 
playground equipmentat anytime.You blue eyed people are not
to play with the brown eyed people. Brown-eyed people 
are better thanblue-eyed peopleThey're smarter than blue-eyed peopleand if you don't believe it, look at Brian.Do blue eyed people know how to sitin a chair?Very sadVery, Very sad!

Who can tell me what contractions are in the first 
sentence? Come to the board and write it John. Let's do 
it.Do it again.loosen upup, up, up. Come on.That's betterNow do you know how to make a "W"OK. Write the contraction for we are.Now that's beautiful writing. Is that better? Yeah!!!Brown eyed people learn fast don't they.Boy do the brown-eyed people learn fastVery good.Greg. What did you do with that cup?Will you please goand get that cupand put your name on it and keep it at your deskblue eyed people are wastefulOK. Wanna be timed this morning? Yeah!AI use Orton-Gilliam phonics. We use the card pack.
and the children the brown eyed children were in the low 
class
the first day. It took them 5 1/2 minutes to get through 
the card pack.the second day it took them 2 1/2 minutesThe only
thing that had changed was now they were superior 
peopleYou went faster than I ever had anyonego through the card packWhy couldn't you get them yesterday?
We were brown eyes. We had collars on. You think the 
collarsWe kept thinkingabout those collars. OhMy eyes keptrolling around.Oh. And you couldn't think as well with the collars on?4 minutes andeighteen seconds I know we weren't going to make it.How long did it take you yesterday?3 minutes3 minutesAnd how long did it take you today?
4 minutes and 18 seconds. What happened? Went down. 
Why?
What were you thinking of? This I hate today. I hate it, 
too.Because I am blue eyed. I am, too.It's not funny, it's not funit's not pleasantThis is a filthy nasty word called discrimination
We're treating people a certain way because they are 
different from the rest ofIs that fair? No
Nothing fair about it. We didn't say this was going to be a 
fair day did we? No And it isn'tit's a hard dayOK. You ready?What did
you people who are wearing blue collars now find out 
today?I know what they felt like yesterday. I do, too. Yuck!How did they feel yesterday? Down.Like a dog on a leash!It feels like a chain where ever you go.Like your chained up in a prison.and your throwing the key away
Should the color of some other persons eyes have have 
anything to do with how you treat them? No!Alright then. Should the color of their skin?No!



Brown Eyes, Blue 

Eyes

Dyads:

What were your reactions?

How does this apply to your 

experience with people in 

recovery? With individuals 

who have been active in 

addiction?



Brown Eyes, Blue 

Eyes

How do we break or interrupt 

this cycle?



Ideas for Creating 

Change: Counter 

Prejudice by…
 Giving accurate information

 Celebrating commonalities 

 Embracing differences

 Eating (break bread) together

 Communicating with everyone

 Sharing information- Use social media to 

network

 Recognizing that we are all in this together

 Sharing recovery-success stories





Interrupting the Cycle

 Start with a different question

 Recognize the power of 

relationships and the power of our 

expectations

 Focus on small steps

 Create opportunities for sharing 

across different perspectives





Recovery-

Oriented 

Services & 

Supports
Everyone Has a Role





Substance Use Among US Adults

Addiction ~ 23,000,000

“Harmful – 40,000,000

Use”

Little or No Use
Little/No

Use

Very

Serious

Use

In Treatment ~ 2,300,000

Prevention

Early 

Intervention

Treatment



Substance Use Cost in Healthcare 

Addiction ~ 23,000,000

“Harmful – 40,000,000

Use”

Little or No Use
Little/No

Use

Very

Serious

Use

In Treatment ~ 2,300,000

$80 B

Yr

$40

B

Yr



National Institute 

of Drug Abuse 

says…





We’re 

Gonna Need 

a Bigger 

Idea…

 The problems caused by substance misuse are 

not limited to substance use disorders, but 

include many other possible health and safety 

problems that can result from substance misuse 

even in the absence of a disorder

 Substance use has complex biological and social 

determinants, and substance use disorders are 

medical conditions involving disruption of key 

brain circuits

 Prevention programs and policies that are based 

on sound evidence-based principles have been 

shown to reduce substance misuse and related 

harms significantly

 Evidence-based behavioral and medication-

assisted treatments (MAT) applied using a 

chronic-illness-management approach have 

been shown to facilitate recovery from substance 

use disorders, prevent relapse, and improve 

other outcomes, such as reducing criminal 

behavior and the spread of infectious diseases

 A chronic-illness-management approach may be 

needed to treat the most severe substance use 

disorders

 Access to recovery support services can help 

former substance users achieve and sustain 

long-term wellness

 Embedding prevention, treatment, and recovery 

services into the larger health care system will 

increase access to care, improve quality of 

services, and produce improved outcomes for 

countless Americans.



We Are Ready!



A recovery-oriented system of care (ROSC) is a coordinated 

network of community-based services and supports that is 

person-centered and builds on the strengths and resilience of 

individuals, families, and communities to achieve abstinence 

and improved health, wellness, and quality of life for those 

with or at risk of alcohol and drug problems.
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The Likelihood of 

Sustaining Abstinence 

Another Year Grows Over 

Time
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After 1 to 3 years of 

abstinence, 2/3rds will 
make it another year

After 4 years of 
abstinence, 

about 86% will 
make it another 

year

Source: Dennis, Foss & Scott (2007)

Only a third of 
people with 

1 to 12 months of 
abstinence will 

sustain it 
another year

But even after 7 years 
of abstinence, about 

14% relapse each year



Dennis, M.L., Foss, M.A., & Scott, C.K 

(2007). An eight-year perspective on the 

relationship between the duration of 

abstinence and other aspects of recovery. 

Evaluation Review, 31(6), 585-612.

What does recovery 

look like on average? Duration of Abstinence

1-12 Months                               1-3 Years                                    4-7 Years

✓ More social and spiritual support
✓ Better mental health 
✓ Housing and living situations continue to 

improve  
✓ Dramatic rise in employment and income  
✓ Dramatic drop in people living below the 

poverty line

✓ Virtual elimination of 
illegal activity and 
illegal income 

✓ Better housing and living 
situations  
✓ Increasing employment 

and income 

✓ More clean and 
sober friends

✓ Less illegal activity 
and incarceration 

✓ Less homelessness, 
violence and 
victimization 

✓ Less use by others at 
home, work and by social 
peers



 Listen to communities about how they want to 

continue to support recovery

 Promote local, peer-run recovery community 

organizations

 Promote programs and services the community 

has deemed necessary

 Keep a feedback loop open to keep working 

together!

Where are we 

going…



Individuals Seeking or in 

Early Recovery Are 

Returning to the Community 

from:  Histories of active 

mental illness & 

addiction

 Completion of 

treatment

 Jails, prison, and drug 

courts

 Active military duty



People in Early 

Recovery Have 

Basic Needs Safe and affordable place to live

 Steady employment and job 

readiness

 Education and vocational skills

 Life and recovery skills

 Health and wellness

 Sober  and safe social support 

networks

 Sense of belonging and purpose



Many People in Recovery 

from Addiction & Mental 

Illness Have Other Health 

Issues
 HIV, Hepatitis C, and 

other chronic health 

conditions

 History of lack of 

preventative medicine

 Oral health

 Reproductive health

 Low physical fitness

 Poor nutrition



We Need a Safe 

Place to Live
 Safe and affordable 

recovery housing free of 
substances

 Some need sober group 
living situations

 Recovery residences for 
single mothers and 
children

 Housing discrimination 
against people in recovery 
with criminal justice history



Not In My Back Yard

(NIMBY) politics

Local Governments 

Actively discriminate, undermine 

protection 

State governments *

Undermine protection, and in 

some cases enable 

discrimination

*Ban the Box – Go Georgia!



We Need a Job and a 

Sense of Purpose

 “Recovery Jobs”

 Job readiness and preparation

 Opportunities to volunteer and build work 

histories, especially those with criminal 

justice histories

 Leadership development: volunteer, job,  

and career ladders

 Recovery GED programs, high schools, 

and colleges, including community 

colleges



Complet

ing the 

Picture

 Legal assistance

 Expunging criminal records

 Financial assistance: debt, 

taxes, basic budgeting, etc.

 Obtaining driver’s licenses

 Dealing with revoked 

professional and business 

licenses

 Regaining custody of children

 Relationship and parenting skills



Creating 

Communities Rich 

with Resources
 Returning to families and 

communities that support and 
promote recovery

 Need for community education 
and visibility on the reality of 
recovery

 Asset mapping of indigenous 
community supports and 
resources

 Role of recovery community 
programs as ‘service’ hubs and 
community organizing 
engines…



Strategies

 Something is 

working here

 What you focus on 

you will find more 

of…

 Community 

recovery is a 

thing…

 Redefine Resources

 Build Trust

 Share Success Stories

 Lift up Lived Experience

 Don’t Give Up!

 Model Recovery



Communities 

Recover!
 Meet communities 

where they are

 Recognize strengths

 Ask what has worked in 
the past

 LISTEN!

 Treat everyone with 
dignity and respect

 Recognize that 
communities are the 
experts 

 Setbacks are ok…  







Peer Recovery 

Support CALL or TEXT

1-844-326-5400



Language
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The Role of Language in 

Changing Social Norms

Language is:

 the principal vehicle for the transmission of cultural 

knowledge, and the primary means by which we 

gain access to the contents of others' minds.

 implicated in most of the phenomena that lie at the 

core of social psychology: attitude change, social 

perception, personal identity, social interaction, 

intergroup bias and stereotyping, attribution, and so 

on.

 the medium by which subjects' responses are 

elicited, and in which they respond: in social 

psychological research, more often than not, 

language plays a role in both stimulus and 

response.
59



 Language both reflects and creates 

culture. 

 We must promote a new language of 

recovery that highlights the strengths, 

passion and resilience of individuals, 

families and communities.
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Language of 

Recovery



Words Are Important

If you want to care for something, you 

call it a “flower”; if you want to kill 

something, you call it a “weed” 

~ Don Coyhis
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Attitudes and Tones 

are Important
 Knowing who you are speaking to and 

what their experience is

 Acknowledge that ‘recovery’ doesn’t mean 

the same thing to everyone

 Learning to structure the conversation 

when speaking to others

63
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Language of Recovery



Rethinking “Relapse” 

in favor of “Recurrence”

“Relapse/Lapse” is historically rooted in morality and 

religion, not health and medicine – sin rather than 

sickness.

67

Recovery, not prolonged disability and death, is the 

norm for the long-term course of most substance use 

disorders. There is reason to be hopeful, not 

pessimistic. Our lives get better.

Relapse is not an inherent condition, but a self-

fulfilling prophecy when embraced by professional 

provider and peer. There are personal actions that 

dramatically reduce the risk of recurrence.



Rethinking Relapse

 It conveys, at best, the image of people in SUD 

recovery as inherently fragile, “white knuckling” 

their way through life, on the brink of resumed 

use at every moment.

 It perpetuates ineffective and exploitive treatment 

by miscasting flaws in treatment philosophy, 

design, and blaming the condition.

 Why would politicians or the public allocate their 

limited resources to people perceived as having 

so little hope of achieving recovery?
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https://medium.com/@CRA1G/the-evolution-of-an-accidental-meme-ddc4e139e0e4#.3vim7n7cg

Equality = “Exact” Equity = “Fairness”



Sonia Sotomayor, 

Associate Justice US Supreme Court 
My Beloved World



How does equity, equality, and 

the impact of inequity apply to 

substance use, misuse and 

recovery?  Drug overdose death rates now exceed

those due to firearms and cars

 Today’s overdose problem is not the first 

time our country has faced a devastating 

drug crisis

 Overdose deaths have been increasing 

since 1980.

 Social and political reactions we see in the 

current opioid crisis differ dramatically from 

the criminalized approaches of the 1980s 

“War on Drugs.”
74

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/injury.htm
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People of color and Whites use alcohol and 

other drugs at essentially the same rates

Incarceration rates by race 1978-2007
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Trajectory of overdose 

deaths in US since 1980



What fueled this 

increase?
 Many opioid users began their usage 

with prescription medications.

 Pharmaceutical companies promoted 

their products as “safe” and non-

addictive. Pharma invented the scale 

used to track pain and the idea that we 

should be pain-free.

 People learned that they could misuse 

other medications they were prescribed 

and achieve results of getting “high”, 

leading to misuse of other drugs.
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How are we responding 

differently?  Health inequities and structural racism have fed the 

situation we’re facing today. 

 Our response in the 1980’s as a society was one of 

shaming and criminalization.

 Social and political reactions we see in the current 

opioid crisis differ dramatically from the criminalized 

approaches of the “War on Drugs” now that Non-

Hispanic Whites today make up more than 80% of 

overdose deaths.

 Today there are calls for a more compassionate 

response, greater public investment in overdoes 

prevention, and risk reduction in legislatures, among 

law-enforcement officials, in the medical profession, 

and in society at large.
78
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Overdose deaths since 1999:

Hispanic/Black Non-Hispanic/White 

Non-Hispanic

• Overdose deaths among Non-Hispanic Whites have 

risen dramatically since 2001.
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How do we build upon what’s 

working?
 With this new approach, we have an opportunity 

to make long lasting, positive changes to our 

current systems.

 When we break the cycle declaring war on the 

“most popular” substance of the decade and take 

a long view of substance use as a whole, more 

opportunities for overall wellness for everyone 

becomes available. 

 Educate ourselves on new information and 

become willing to advocate for changes at our 

jobs and our communities at large
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Break



Demonstrating a 

Recovery Culture In this exercise, your team of 3-4 will start with 

a brief demonstration of a culture that is 

traditional treatment/ medical model/ 12-step 

based. Then you will use the same situation to 

demonstrate a culture that is recovery-oriented. 

 You will have five minutes to prepare the two 

demonstrations and three minutes for each 

demonstration – please place more emphasis 

on the one that is recovery-oriented.

 Each team from the Smaller Group will 

demonstrate their scenarios for the other 

groups in the smaller group.

 One team of 3-4 from each Smaller Group will 

share their demonstration with the entire group.



What worked? 

What did you learn?



Culturally Competent 

Organizations
 Value diversity

 Conduct cultural self-

assessments

 Clearly state their vision

 Understand the dynamics of 

difference

 Institutionalize cultural 

knowledge

 Adapt to diversity





Allies

 Traditionally a member of the dominant 

social group who takes a stand against 

social injustice directed at a target 

group(s) and works to be an agent of 

social change rather than an agent of 

oppression. 

 They combat stigma and prejudice by 

valuing appreciative stories, listening 

openly and lifting up what is working, 

and giving voice to voiceless.



Recovery Allies
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“contribute hope and 

support and suggest 

strategies and resources 

for change.”1

1http://www.williamwhitepapers.com/pr/PA%20ROSC%20Co

mmunity%20Perspective%202010.pdf

http://www.williamwhitepapers.com/pr/PA ROSC Community Perspective 2010.pdf


Recovery Allies

Commonly peers, family and friends, 

however potential allies also can include:

 treatment 

providers and 

health care 

professionals

 community groups 

 the faith 

community

 child welfare service 

providers

 law enforcement 

officials

 attorneys

 elected officials.  concerned citizens who 

are passionate about 

our cause 90



Recovery Allies

 Help form much needed support networks for 

those in recovery 

 Combat stigma towards individuals affected 

by addiction

 Raise awareness about the many pathways to 

recovery in our community. 

 Lift up our voices – rather than consistently 

speaking for us

Allies are also invaluable sources of volunteers 

and donors for recovery community 

organizations and events. 



Recovery Allies

 Recovery Oriented Systems of Care 

(ROSC) stands with and mirrors 

other civil rights inspired movements 

advocating for Trauma survivors, 

HIV Rights, Migrant worker’s Rights, 

Patient Rights, the Women’s 

Movement and the Prisoner’s Rights 

Movement

92



So, who is a good example of 

an ally?
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I'm going to share with you the storyas to how I have becomean HIV/AIDS campaigner.And this is the name of my campaign: SING Campaign.In November of 2003,I was invited to take partin the launch of Nelson Mandela's46664 Foundation --that is his HIV/AIDS foundation.And 46664 is the number
that Mandela had when he was imprisoned in Robben 
Island.And that's me with Youssou N'Dour,onstage, having the time of my life.The next day, all the artists were invitedto join Mandela in Robben Island,where he was going to give a conferenceto the world's press,standing in front of his former prison cell.You can see the bars of the window there.It was quite a momentous occasion for all of us.In that moment in time,Mandela told the world's pressthat there was a virtual genocidetaking place in his country;that post-apartheidRainbow Nation,a thousand people were dying on a daily basisand that the front line victims,the most vulnerable of all,were women and children.This was a huge impact on my mind,because I am a woman and I am a mother,and I hadn't realizedthat the HIV/AIDS pandemicwas directly affecting women in such a way.And so I committed -- when I left South Africa,when I left Capetown,I told myself, "This is going to be somethingthat I have to talk about.I have to serve."And so, subsequentlyI participated in every single46664 eventthat I could take part inand gave news conferences,interviews,talking and using my platform as a musician,with my commitment to Mandela --out of respect for the tremendous,unbelievable work that he had done.Everyone in the world respects Nelson Mandela,everyone reveres Nelson Mandela.But do they all knowabout what has been taking place in South Africa,his country,the country that had one of the highest incidentsof transmission of the virus?I think that if I went out into the street nowand I told people what was happening there,they would be shocked.I was very, very fortunate a couple of years laterto have met Zackie Achmat,the founder of Treatment Action Campaign,an incredible campaigner and activist.I met him at a 46664 event.He was wearing a t-shirt like the one I wear now.This is a tool --this tells you I am in solidaritywith people who have HIV,people who are living with HIV.
And in a way because of the stigma, by wearing this t-
shirtI say, "Yes, we can talk about this issue.It doesn't have to be in the closet."I became a member of Treatment Action Campaignand I'm very proud to be a memberof that incredible organization.It's a grassroots campaignwith 80 percent membership being women,most of whom are HIV-positive.They work in the field.They have tremendous outreachto the people who are living directlywith the effects of the virus.They have education programs.They bring out the issues of stigma.It's quite extraordinary what they do.And yes, my SING Campaignhas supported Treatment Action Campaignin the way that I have tried to raise awarenessand to try to also raise funds.A lot of the funding that I have managed to raisehas gone directly to Treatment Action Campaignand the incredible work that they do,and are still continuing to do in South Africa.So this is my SING Campaign.SING Campaign is basically just meand about three or four wonderful peoplewho help to support me.I've traveled all over the worldin the last two and a half years --I went to about 12 different countries.Here I am in Oslo in Norway,getting a nice, fat check;
singing in Hong Kong, trying to get people to raise 
money.In Johannesburg, I had the opportunity to playto a mainly white, middle-class South African audiencewho ended up in tearsbecause I use film clipsthat really touch the heart, the whole nature,of this terrible tragedy that is taking place,that people are tending to avoid,because they are fatigued,and they really don't quite know what the solutions are.Aaron Motsoaledi, the current health minister,attended that concertand I had an opportunity to meet with him,and he gave his absolute commitmentto try to making a change,which is absolutely necessary.This is in the Scottish Parliament.I've subsequently become an envoyfor Scotland and HIV.And I was showing them my experiencesand trying to, again, raise awareness.And once again, in Edinburgh
with the wonderful African Children's Choir who I simply 
adore.
And it's children like this, many of whom have been 
orphanedbecause of their family being affectedby the AIDS virus.I'm sitting here in New York with Michel Sidibe --he's the director of UNAIDS.And I'm very honoredby the fact that Michel invited me,only a few months ago,to become a UNAIDS ambassador.And in this way, I've been strengthening my platformand broadening my outreach.The message that UNAIDSare currently sending out to the worldis that we would like to see the virtual eliminationof the transmission of the virusfrom mother to child by 2015.It's a very ambitious goalbut we believe it can be achieved with political will.This can happen.And here I am with a pregnant woman,who is HIV positive
and we're smiling, both of us are smiling, because we're 
very confident,because we know that that young womanis receiving treatmentso her life can be extendedto take care of the baby she's about to give birth to.And her baby will receive PMTCT,which will mean that that babycan be born free of the virus.Now that is preventionat the very beginning of life.It's one way to start looking at interventionwith the AIDS pandemic.Now, I just would like to finish offto tell you the little storyabout Avelile.This is Avelile --she goes with me wherever I go.I tell her story to everyonebecause she representsone of millionsof HIV/AIDS orphans.Avelile's motherhad HIV virus --she diedfrom AIDS-related illness.Avelile had the virus,she was born with the virus.And here she is at seven years old,weighing no more than a one year-old baby.At this point in her life,she's suffering with full-blown AIDSand had pneumonia.We met her in a hospital in the Eastern Cape
and spent a whole afternoon with her -- an adorable 
child.The doctors and nurses were phenomenal.They put her on very special nutritious dietand took great care of her.And we didn't know when we left the hospital --
because we filmed her story -- we didn't know if she was 
going to survive.So, it was obviously -- it was a very emotional encounterand left us feeling very resonantwith this direct experience, this one child,you know, that story.Five months later,we went back to South Africato meet Avelile again.And I'm getting --
the hairs on my -- I don't know if you can see the hairs on 
my arms.
They're standing up because I know what I'm going to 
show you.This is the transformation that took place.Isn't it extraordinary?(Applause)That round of applause is actually
for the doctors and nurses of the hospital who took care 
of Avelile.
And I take it that you appreciate that kind of 
transformation.So, I would like to say to you,each one in the audience,if you feel that every motherand every child in the worldhas the right to have accessto good nutrition and good medical care,and you believe that the Millennium Development Goals,specifically five and six,should be absolutely committed toby all governments around the world --especially in sub-Saharan Africa --could you please stand up.I think that's fair to say,it's almost everyone in the hall.Thank you very much.(Applause)



Dyads

Describe Allies in your recovery.

OR

How can you be a better Ally?



Examine our 

assumptions and 

beliefs

 What are my personal biases regarding race, ethnicity, 

gender, or socio-economic status, and how might these 

impact my delivery of services and supports?

 In what ways do I recognize and acknowledge a person’s 

strengths? How is my focus on defects, deficiencies, and 

faults?

 Do I believe recovery is possible for everyone? How can I 

live out of this belief or shift my belief towards that?

 Are people authentically welcomed to the place where I 

provide services and supports? Is the environment relaxed, 

respectful, and open?

 Do I believe people should direct their own recovery? How 

might this belief impact my approach to others?

 Does my agency value the voices and leadership of people 

who receive services and supports? How can I influence this 

value?



One person can make a 

difference.

What will you do?



Laurisa Barthen - laurisa@gasubstanceabuse.org

Bertrand Brown – bertrand@gasubstanceabuse.org

Neil Campbell – neil@gasubstanceabuse.org

Gene Conroy – gene@gasubstanceabuse.org

Karen Daniel – Karen@gasubstanceabuse.org

Owen Dougherty – owen@gasubstanceabuse.org

www.gasubstanceabuse.org
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